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Senate forum attracts few
By CHARLENE BURRIS
Staff writer

Only about 25 students attended

the Student Senate's election forum
Tuesday night to hear the views of
new and old candidates for the sen-

ate.
The forum gave candidates a
chance to express their views on
issues ranging from the possible
faculty strike to the controversy
surrounding President Stan Rives'
administration and cultural diversity issues.
Campus-wide Student Senate
elections will be held Nov. 13.
Fourteen students running on the
Voice platform and five independents gave brief speeches and
answered questions from panelists
representing the Black Student
Union, The Daily Eastern News,
the Hispanic Student Union,
Interfraternity Council, Panhellenic
Council, Residence Hall Association, the Student Senate and a graduate student.
Many candidates backed the
Rives' administration, supporting
Nikki Harmon's view that "we
need to support the administration

(because) without them we'd be
lost."
"Any support the students could
give (Rives) would help in his evaluation," candidate Jamie Christian
added.
"As far as issues brought against
(Rives), he's taken action to
improve them. I approve of that.
Also, he's a president for the students," senate member Debbie
Canavan said.
The possibility of a strike by
members of the University Professionals of Illinois, the union representing faculty at Eastern and the
four other Board of Governors universities, was an issue addressed by
most candidates.
Many candidates, although in
support of the faculty, discouraged
a possible strike. "I feel the faculty
are justified in striking now," said
Matt Greider, senate member.
"I see the faculty's point (of
view) and agree with why they
want to strike, but as a student I
would not be in favor of the faculty
strike because it would negatively
affect (the student body)," Greider
added.
Curtiss Cline, founder of the

Preliminary results: Voters
reject tax referendums
By KAREN MEDINA
and CHRIS SUNDHEIM
Staff writers

with 10,845 votes.
In the race for an unexpired
chair on the Lake Land Trustee
Board, Richard West led with
8,548 votes, and Randall Curry
trailed with 8,216 votes.
With 100 percent of the
Coles County precincts reporting by 11 p.m., 4,893 votes
were cast against and 3,807 in
favor of a tax referendum creating a separate tax levy for the
4-H, youth and adult educational programs of the Coles
County Cooperative Extension
Service.
The referendum called for a
.05 percent tax on all taxable
property value in Coles County.
In the race for the
Community Unit School District No. 1 Board of Education,
Stephen Hutti led with 2,649
votes followed by Kevin
Myerscough with 1, 794 votes.
Jack Moore trailed in the race
with 1,595 votes and falling
last was Paula McNitt with
1,396 votes.
Jon Laible, Eastern's dean of
the College of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, was one of three
Eastern employees running for
a spot in Tuesday's election.
Early results showed Laible
with 3,142 votes, putting him
last in the running for Lake
Land trustees.
Final results of the election
will appear in Thursday's

Coles County voters began
to move against two tax
increase referendums and voted ·
for several new educational
positions in a ballot election
early Tuesday evening.
As of 10:50 p.m., with 96
percent of the precincts reporting, 18,861 votes had been cast
against and 12,934 votes cast
in favor of a referendum to
increase property tax rates for
Lake Land Community College.
The referendum, which covered 15 counties and 4,000
square miles, called for a 12
and one-half cent tax increase
for every $100 of assessed
property value. This-would
have brought Lake Land's total
up to 28_cents for every $100.
The referendum is an amened version of one that failed
last spring. This one, if passed,
would take the place. of a larger, temporary increase that
expired this year.
Lake Land officials have
requested a $75 tuition increase for full time students to
take effect in the spring if the
'
referendum fails.
Also on Tuesday's ballot,
Gary Kuhns led the race for
trustees of the Lake Land
Community College District
No. 517 with 11,156 votes. Daily Eastern News.
Phyllis McElheney followed

Voice platform, said, "Although we
(the senate) support the faculty, we
feel a strike would be detrimental
to the student body."
"I feel kind of helpless" about
the strike situation, said senate candidate Kevin St. Angel.
A lot of legal action concerning
the strike could be taken if students
and their parents contact state officials in Springfield, Angel added.
'The senate needs to reassure the
students (about the consequences
of a possible strike) and work with
The Daily Eastern News to get to
the students the steps that could be
taken by the BOO and the administration (to avoid a strike)," Greider
said.
Many candidates also addressed
cultural diversity on campus.
Candidate Tiffany Jackson said
that "to get minority students
involved in organizations on campus, more things have to be done to
integrate programs."
The Student Senate will hold its
regular meeting at 7 p.m. Wednesday in the Arcola-Tuscola Room of
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.

~

DAN KOONCE\Photo editor
Freshman senator, R.J. Wood, speaks at a meeting of the Student
Senate. Wood was appointed as a senator in the fall.

Rep. Weaver will seek re-election
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
City editor

Rep. Mike Weaver, R-Ashrnore, announced Thursday his
decision to se~k re-election to
the 106th District - whatever
that district includes after the
controversy of remapping the
districts continues.
Weaver made public his
intention to run for a fifth term
in a written statement released
last week.
However, Weaver's campaign
may have to appeal to voters in
the proposed new areas of the
district, according to Jackie
Clapp, Weaver's Mattoon district office manager and legislative aide.

Because of proposed changes
in Illinois' legislative boundries,
Weaver's district may hold all
of Douglas County, more of
Edgar County and part of
Vermillion County by next fall.
In addition, most of western
Coles County, including the city
of Mattoon, could be eliminated
from his district.
Clapp said Weaver will simply adapt to the changes.
"We've lost some ground and
we've gained some ground,"
Clapp said about the plan. "We
may try some new techniques
but it'll still be a well-orgainzed
campaign."
·
"The 1991 re-apportionment
also offers a new challenge in
reaching out to ·new areas while

maintaining service in the current areas served," Weaver said
in the written statement.
Weaver was first elected to
the Illinois House in 1984 and
was re-elected in 1986, 1988
and 1990 by "overwhelming
majorities," according to the
statement.
"In his first election he
(Weaver) won by 2,000 to 3,000
votes," Clapp said. "Every other
time since then it (the margin)
has been over 60 percent. Once
I think it was almost 70 percent,
but it never becomes routine."
Weaver still feels he has more
to do in the legislature and for
his constitutents, Clapp said.
"As much as you can work in

t Continued on page 2

Faculty Senate applies new suggestions
to the senate Oct. 1, one of
which was met with approval
from other senate members .
The Faculty Senate Tuesday Marlow was asked to clarify the
once again sent Affirmative language in the recommendation
Action recommendations back that caiied for the creation of a
to the drawing board, but with faculty Affirmative Action monadditional suggestions.
itor.
The senate was asked by
Senate members at Tuesday's
Judith Anderson, director of weekly meeting expressed conAffirmative Action and cultural cern over the call for four nomidiversity, to make recommenda- nees to fill two positions on
tions for improvement in the search committees to fill adminAffirmative Action guidelines istrative vacancies.
after the Faculty Senate ques-·
John Miller said the reasontioned the alleged circumven- ing behind the reque_st for four
tion of the guidelines in several nominees was to allow for an
administrative hirings.
"ecumenical committee" repreSenate member Ed Marlow senting c9lleges, as well as race
brought two recommendations and sex.

By JAMIE RILEY

Administration editor

Senate member Marietta
Deming said even that reason
seemed illogical because "I'm
there as a senator and not as a
representative of my department. "
Other senate members felt
that the request for four nominees gave too much power to
the creator of the search committee and the request indicated
there is a lack of trust in the
organizations asked to have representatives on the search committee.
Senate member Bill Addison
said the policy gives the organizations flexibility. "It does give
us some degree of flexibility

•Continued on page 2
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BSU raises money for conference
By KIM FROST
Staff writer

The Black Student Union allocated more than $150 for members attending a leadership conference at its meeting Tuesday in
the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
The BSU allocated an additional $165 to the $238 given at last
Tuesday's meeting. The group
will send 16 members to a leadership conference Thursday at
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale.
"The goal of the conference is
for members to learn and apply
better leadership skills for the

organization," said Robin
Williams, BSU parliamentarian.
Williams said last Tuesday that
if no additional funds were collected, members attending the
conference would have to pay
about $30 out of their own pockets to cover lodging, which would
be in addition to a $55 registration fee already paid by the
attending members.
The organization raised over
$35 Tuesday at a bake sale in
Coleman Hall and will hold
another from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Wednesday.
.
"Delegates to the conference
are expecting to pay about $17
out of their own pockets,"

Williams said.
The BSU hopes to raise part of
the remaining balance of over
$300 so members won't have to
pay money out of their pockets,
Williams said.
The BSU also discussed its
Nov. 12 meeting with President
Stan Rives.
Group members will meet with
Rives to discuss funding for the
organization and minority concerns, said BSU President Kevin
Evans.
The Black Student Union holds
its weekly meetings at 6 p.m. in
the Martinsville Room of the
University Union.

Library tour will demonstrate
to students research materials
By CHRIS SEPER
Campus editor

A tour attempting to help
students familiarize themselves
with research materials and get
a jump on fields of their choice
will begin 4 p.m. Wednesday at
the Career Planning and
Placement Center.
Entitled "How to Research
an Employer Using Library
References," the tour will last
until 5:30 p.m. with a tour of
both the Placement Center and

Booth Library.
The entire purpose of the
tour, according to Warren
Kistner, assistant director of
the Career Planning and
Placement Center, is to get students more familiar with ways
to research companies that they
are interested in gaining
employment with.
Computerized information
systems and a bibliography of
the resources will be available
for all who participate.

FROM PAGE ONE
Weaver
t From page one
government, there's still more to be done," she added.
Weaver is a member of the House higher education subcommittee and has introduced a bill calling for the elimination of the Board of Governors and Board of
Regents.
"He (Weaver) is a member of all the Illinois House education committees, elementary, secondary and higher education," Clapp said.
"We have been able to improve the quality and funding of education in Illinois,"
Weaver said in the written statement. "But we still have a committment to reduce

reliance on property taxes."
Weaver has also sponsored bills dealing with public safety, including the bill prohibiting so-called monster trucks from Illinois roads, Clapp said. Other bills sponsored by Weaver that have already been signed includes a laws involving veterans,
child support and the humane treatment of animals.
Weaver also supports legislation limiting the number of terms a person may hold a
state office.
No other Republicans have come forward to seek Weaver's seat, however, 41-yearold Carolyn Hodge of Paris, has announced her bid for the Democratic nomination to
the 106th District.

Faculty
• From page one

when we have three or four people interested in serving on a committee. We
could certainly trust any senate member
to do a good job on these search committees," he. said.
Senate member Hal Nordin suggested a
cempr.omise of the -organi-zations. olrnosing three nominees so the organization
would be assured the administration
could not be accused of stacking the committee.
The recommendations were sent back
to Marlow until additional recommendations are brought to the senate for review.
In other business, the Faculty Senate
discussed the Faculty Issues and
Concerns Survey, which was issued to all
faculty members in September. A subcommittee tabulated the results and presented the issues and concerns listed by
the 20 faculty members who responded.
Senate members decided against
removing items from the list even if the
concern fell under union issues, such as
fair share and the University Profes-sional s of Illinois, the union representing
Eastern 's faculty.
Many senate members felt that even
though fair share is a contractual issue,
the Faculty Senate should be able to discuss its use and effectiveness, as well as
the union's.

o~H~

"I think it would be ridiculous if we
abdicated our right to discuss the effectiveness of the union," said Senate
Secretary Anne Zahlan, adding that she
thinks the Faculty Senate should discuss
"any issues of concern to the faculty."
The issues and concerns survey was
also sent back to the subcommittee so the
individual issues can be reorganized
under four categories including, teaching
and service, research and professional
development, employment and benefits,
as well as others.
In addition, the Faculty Senate also discussed a letter dated Oct. 1 to President
Stan Rives from Arthur Quern, chair of
the Illinois Board of Higher Education.
In the letter Quern said the state will
not honor the financial requests of any
college or university in Illinois, including
Eastern, and that universities would have
to make choices and cut less popular programs.
Zahlan said on Monday that the senate
is not questioning the fact that universities will have to start cutting programs,
but rather is alarmed because "people
concerned with education" probably will
not be making the decisions.
Senate member John Miller developed
a response to Quern's letter at the request
of the senate.
The response, which was approved
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unanimously by the senate, stated that the
senate finds Quern's letter to be "disquieting at best, and at worst an abdication
of the IBHE's educational responsibility."
The senate expressed concern that the
role of the IBHE may be changing from
that of an advocacy board to one that
"accepts and implements legislative man-·
dates," as the responsive letter indicated.
The senate decided to send the
response to Quern with copies going to
Rives, Gov. Jim Edgar, Board of
Governors Chair Tom Layzell, Reps .
Mike Weaver, R-Ashmore and Harry'Babe' Woodyard, R-Chrisman.
Members also include Chair of the
University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign Faculty Senate Emily Watts, who is
also the meeting of the heads of the faculty senates at all Illinois public universities, chairs of all Board of Gover-nors
universities' faculty senates; the Board of
Regencies and the university presidents
of all the major Illinois. public universities.
The senate also addressed a letter to
Quern written by David Radavich, associate professor of English, described by
Faculty Senate Chair David Carpenter as
"very pointed."
The letter, which was dated Oct. 28,
stated that Eastern "must prioritize our
needs and reduce unnecessary expendi-

tures while balancing competing demands
with a sensible allocation of resources
that meets most, if not all, our goals.
"Undoubtedly, some state instructional
programs can be focused and reconsidered in the months ahead, but a major
restructuring of our university administrative structure would go farthest to cope
with the financial stringencies currently
facing Illinois institutions of higher education."
Radavich indicated that copies his letter were also sent to Edgar, Weaver,
Layzell, Rives, Carpenter, Bob Saltmarsh, professor of educational psychology and guidance and Marlow.
Carpenter also addressed several phone
calls he received dealing with a 4 percent
pay raise given to non-negotiated
employees in the Peace Meal program.
Rives approved the raise last week during
a salary freeze on campus.
According to Carpenter, university
employees who contacted him were upset
that these employees had been given a
raise while the rest of the campus was
given nothing.
Charles Colbert, vice president for
business affairs, said the raise, which
becomes effective in two weeks, is funded by a federal grant and was not university money.

Spaghetti Special
Every Wednesday
4 'til9p.m.
$1.99 FULL ORDER
WITH GARLIC BREAD
1600 LINCOLN AVE.

WEDNESDAY
FOOD SPECIAL

345-3400

Grilled Pork Tenderloin
Basket

SORRY NO CARRYOUT

$3.75

Late Nite Special

FREE Semi-Thick Crust on Orders Placed After 10 p.m.
(with regular cheese)

Thinner than Thick - Thicker than Thin
No Coupon Necessary - Good with Other Offers

DRINK SPECIAL
Lelnenkugel's Pitchers

$3.00
Kitchen Hours
Mon.-Fri. 11 a.m.-9 p.m.
Sat. 11 a.m.-3 p.m.
Bar Hours
Sat. 11 a.m.-ta.m.
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New ticketing system
working well so far
By CHRIS SEPER

"Different members have
been appointed. A large number
of appeals that have piled up Glitches and slow starts aside, it's going to take a little bit to
the new ticketing and appeal s get them all processed. It's not
systems on campus are working going to be as long a waiting
pretty well, according to Kevin period to get everything
Kersey, campus police assistant smoothed out (when the comchief.
mittee gets up to date)."
"Right now I would say as far
Only a quorum of the five
as actual issuing, we're probably appellate members have to be
issuing approximately the same present to make a meeting valid
number (of tickets) as last year," with a majority vote overturning
said Kersey, the director of tick- the ticket. There has not yet
eting and appeals for the campus been less than a quorum present,
police. "It's hard to tell because Kersey said.
we're not keeping a daily listing
So far, he said, there have
on hand. As far as number goes, been about 15 tickets overturned
though, we're pretty close to by the appeals committee at a
issuing (the same number of) ratio of 6-to- l or more in favor
tickets (as) prior to using this."
of denied appeals.
The new ticket system allows
The new ticket system, utilizcampus police officers to use ing electric hand-held ticketing
hand-held computers to type out machines, has been used
tickets.
throughout the campus since
The changed appeals system, being
implemented
this
enforced beginning this se- semester. Computer glitches in
mester, requires that alleged the system have stopped the proparking violators pay their ticket gram from running smoothly,
before they appeal it.
according to Kersey.
According to the old appeal
"I think once we get all the
system, tickets didn't have to be bugs out , it will be better,"
paid until an appeal was denied .K ersey said. "We were starting
if the person appealed the ticket. from scratch; we 're quite a ways
Led by appellate Chair Kevin away from building a data base.
Cannon of student housing, a We ran into a few programming
two-student, three-faculty com- and software 'snags. Those sort
mittee has begun to sift through will get ironed out by the comthe weeks of tickets issued by pany."
the police department since Aug.
The transfer of programs anu
29.
the integration of two different
"The appeals committee had types of computers have been
its first meeting and is reviewing the main reasons for the ticket
appeals," Kersey said. "We have slow down. "Some of the softthe same number of appeals. ware is having trouble commuEverybody is just testing the nicating with other software,"
new system to see how it's going Kersey said.
to work."
Even though the number of
So far, the committee has met tickets was expected to rise - the
three times to resolve tickets.
main benefit of the system An appeal is filed if a person Kersey said the current advanticketed feels the ticket is unjust. tage is reference for the ticketed.
After they hand their fine in, a
"It makes it a lot easier for
person can attach a copy of their somebody who comes in wantticket on a written complaint to ing to know how many tickets
the police department. The com- (they have)," Kersey said. "They
plaint will be put on file and actually have a copy for them. It
handled after a minimum two- used to take us months."
week delay.
Kersey noted that if the
"It took awhile for the com- accused's copy of the ticket is
mittee to get formulated," not handed in with the appeal
Kersey said about the delay in slip, the appeal will not be congranting or refusing appeals.
sidered valid.

Campus editor

City co.uncil resolution
will name new streets
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
City editor

Charleston City Council members decided Tuesday to create a
resolution naming two newly
opened streets crossing campus!
Two connector streets linking
Fourth Street with Ninth Street
and Ninth Street with Illinois
Route 130 will, if the resolution
passes, be named Roosevelt Drive
and Edgar Drive, respectively.
Edgar Drive will be named after
Gov. Jim Edgar, a Charleston
native. Roosevelt Drive keeps
with the Charleston tradition of
naming east-west streets in
chronological order after presidents, according to Mayor Wayne
Lanman.
The new routes will be officially opened next Friday in a ceremony to be attended by state Rep.
Mike Weaver, R-Ashmore, and
state Sen. Harry "Babe"
Woodyard, R-Chrisman. Both leg-

1

islators helped Charleston acquire
the money for the projects, which
will have a final cost of $1.2 to
$1.3 million.
Construction on the roads
began last fall in an attempt to
_~je~:);i.te ~c. through residential
area1t\~l9n~Taft and Woodlawn
aven\leS,:i
In other business, the city council passed an ordinance granting
$26,200 from tax increment funds
to the Charleston Downtown
Development Association. The
CDDA initially asked for the
money to hire a consultant to help
plan projects to bring business to
the downtown area and establish
its own grant program.
At its last meeting, the council
offered to make the CDDA a TIF
commission. Association members rejected that idea of becoming a city agency and will use the
grant to further plan a campaign to
attract business to downtown
Charleston.

Burn, baby, burn
Jeff Koon rakes and burns the leaves in front of his home on Sixth Street for the fifth time this fall Tuesday
afternoon. R: seven-year Charieston resident, A.0011 said-;'' There's people who don't want leaf burning in
Charleston - those are the people with no leaves on their lawns." Less than a month ago, the Student Senate
proposed a ban on leaf burning within the Charleston city limits to the City Council; the proposal was dropped.

Student-directed play
to examine suicide

Rathskeller
to host comic
Wednesday

By CASSIE SIMPSON

Mattress," and "Alice In Wonderland."
Andrews described '"Night
Student director Jennifer Mother" as a play about a mother
Andrews.will see the product of her and her daughter faced with a suihard work Wednesday evening as cide situation.
the play she will direct opens at 8
"The daughter is preparing to kill
p.m. in the Fine Arts Center.
herself, she's in her 30's and she's
'"Night Mother," a two actress weighed all the the pros and cons
play written by Marsha Norman, is and decided the world is not worth
the firsi play Andrews has solely it," Andrews said.
directed, although she has acted in
Amy Sherwood portrays the
several different productions, said mother, Thelma Cates, while
Andrews.
Rebecca Snead portrays the daughAndrews, a senior theater major, ter Jessie Cates.
said she thinks it is a privilege for
"The show isn't message
an undergraduate student to have oriented," Andrews said. "It's not
been chosen to direct the play.
about whether suicide is good or if
"At any other university you'd suicide is bad."
have to be a graduate student to
Andrews said the play focuses
direct a production during the main on the daughter's struggle, but also
season," Andrews said.
gives the mother's view of the situAlthough it has taken a lot of ation. "It shows you the other side,
hard work, Andrews said she would it begins and ends with Mama,"
not pass up the chance to direct Andrews said.
another play if offered the chance
"Audience reaction will probably
again.
be kind of odd," Andrews added.
"It was different being on the "They won't agree with what Jessie
other side, I'm generally the actor," does even though her reasons are
Andrews said. "It's a new experi- extremely valid."
ence and a difficult one. I enjoyed it
Andrews said Norman, the
a lot and I'd do it again.
author of the play, tends to write
"It's been a lot of work. The two about rural people and has won an
actresses are very young and they award for this particular play.
haven't had a lot of theater classes
The play opens at 8 p.m.
like I have," Andrews added. · Wednesday in the studio of the Fine
"They've done very well, though."
Arts Center and will continue Nov.
Andrews has appeared in other 7-9, 13-16. .tlowever, Nov. 10 and
theater productions such as "The 17 the play will begin at 2 p.m.
Mousetrap, " "Stop the World I Admission is $6 for adults, $5 for
Want to Get Off," "Secret Affairs senior citizens and youth and $3 for
of Mildred. \Vild," "Once Upon A Eastern students with an ID.

Activities editor

By CASSIE SIMPSON
Activities editor

The Rathskeller may come
alive with side-splitting laughs
Wednesday as comic Chris
Pendleton comes to Eastern to
entertain the crowd.
Pendleton, a biochemisttumed-comedian, will perform at
8 p.m. Wednesday in the
Rathskeller.
'
Cathy Enz, subway coordinator for the University Board, said
Pendleton grew up in Columbia,
S.C., and made her debut in
Punchline, a comedy club in
Atlanta, Ga.
"She was soon named the funniest person in South Carolina by
Showtime," Enz said. "She
opened for comedian Gary
Shandling."
Enz said Pendleton is not a
run-of-the-mil~ female comic and
tries to avoid "female-type jokes.
"Forget all the female (comic)
cliches you've heard," Enz said.
"She's refreshingly different."
Pendleton has appeared on
Fox, Showtime and VHl, Enz
added.
She said Pendelton tries to
work on making people laugh
and tries to avoid picking anyone
out or embarrassing anyone.
Eastern students can enjoy a
Wednesday evening of laughter
with Pendleton for only $1 and a
student
.. . . . ID.
.. ....

~

~
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OPINION

Blonde jokes: are they just a passing fad?
Q: How do you know when a
"What we usually find in context is a sexist connotation and sexism," Foster said. Because o(the
blonde h_as used your computer?
tender subject sexual harassment is, it presents
A: There's white-out on the
something to allow people to laugh at it rather than
screen.
focus In on the issue, he added.
Foster equated the surge of the jokes with disasQ: Why was the blonde fired
from the M &.. M factory?
ter jokes. "There were jokes about the space shuttle
A: She kept on throwing out
m ...
when it exploded and in that context it is almost a
all the "W"s.
~
•
national therapy," he said. "But it other times when
the social climate is ethnic or racial you get ethnic
It's the evolution of the -. wt • •
blonde joke.
and racial jokes. " Hence, the birth of the blonde
Debbie
jokes.
A few years ago it was Polish Carlson
However, the jokes started a little bit before the
jokes, Helen Keller jokes and - - - - - - dead baby jokes, now it's blonde jokes. They've just .controversy began. But since the hearings they
appeared in the last few weeks like a virus which picked up more steam in the cruelty department.
Blondes, Hummel said, have been victims to
has infected everyone - male, female , brunette,
blonde, redheads - to tell the derogatory jokes long standing stereotypes of depending on looks
about the fair haired people. One person I know has rather than brains to get ahead. These stereotypes
a three-page single-spaced list loaded with blonde have lead to the derogatory jokes. jokes, he said,
jokes ranging from cute .. little ones to almost cruel
sometimes are gentle humor, but the blonde jokes
jokes.
seem to be fairly vicious and insulting.
My question is where have they come from and
These jokes also seem to be cyclical in nature
why has there been an almost explosion of the Foster said. joke typology runs in patterns and the
blonde joke. Now I'm not a blonde (although the rise and fall arrive every so often.
picture makes me look blonde). but I've been absoHummel also said that the blonde jokes could be
lutely curious to why they become so popular. At in reaction to men nervously looking into their past
first the jokes were harmless and fun, but now there if they have committed any forms of sexual harass·
getting particularly annoying.
ment.
I called up Gary Foster and Dick Hummel in the
Although blonde jokes appear to be the rage, it's
sociology department - who claim not be experts in just a matter of time before they lose steam.
the field - both said part of the reason these jokes
have ~njoyed an heighten popularity is possible
Debbie Carlson is managing editor and a columbecause of the recent Clarence Thomas-Anita Hill
nist for The Daily Eastern News
controversy.
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Will there be
peace in the
Middle East?
Since Israel declared itself a state in May
of 1948, tensions have grown progressively worse, causing acts of international terrorism and internal violence within Israel to
escalate.
Now, after 40 years of tension both the
Israelis and Arabs have decided to sit
down at the bargaining tables and try to
work out some type of compromise.
According to The St. Louis Post
Dispatch, for the Arabs, the conflict is
about the loss of honor at having a Jewish
state in the Middle East,
at being defeated in war
and losing land t? the
Israelis.
For the Israelis, the conflict is about
national security for a Jewish homeland,
the control' of enough land to survive as a
state and a genuine acceptance by its Arab
neighbors.
However, many people in the Middle
East, including the Israelis, believe that
Israel should cease dominating the close to
one and a half million Arabs that the land
once belonged too.
With peace talks taking place, a step is
now being taken in a forward direction to
resolve the violence and hatred that
plagues the Middle East.
However, no one should believe that the
tension will be solved with one or two
peace conferences. A 40 year dispute can- ·
not be settled within a matter of months of
years. Many speculate it will take close to
three or more years before an agreement
can finally be made.
After recovering from the Persian Gulf
War, the world needs to see that some
countries approach matters peacefully
without having to resort to bombing cities
and terrorist threats.
The Middle-East Peace Conference may
not go down in history as a successful conference in gaining peace in the Middle
East.
And, Peace between the Israelis and the
Arabs will not be immediate, and the question remains if peace will ever come, but
we must applaud the two groups, which
have taken a monumental step forward in
achieving peace.

Editorial

There is no better way to
make peace than to talk in
each other's home ...
Yitzhak Shami!~
Israeli Prime Minister

Your turn
Application fee
will not be good
for Eastern
Dear editor:
I have heard that there will be a
$25 application fee for all applications to the Graduate School at
Eastern. But I do not think this fee
will be good for Eastern.
Of course, the administration
has its reasons for this fee. Because
if there is not such a fee, many students are irresponsible: if they are
admitted, they will not come here.
So that is the problem. Eastern
wastes a lot of money ancf time on
these applicants.
But if there is a $25 application
fee, what will happen? Frankly
speaking, some of Eastern's graduate programs are not very strong
and competitive. Prospective
applicants perhaps will pay the
same fee to apply to other universities with stronger academic
resources. Besides, the $25 fee is
relatively high for applicants from
the developing countries. Maybe
they will be reluctant to apply to

Eastern. So perhaps this imposition
of a $25 fee will result in a limited
choice for the Eastern Graduate
School to find enough qualified
students. And i think if it happens,
it will do harm to Eastern.
In my opinion, such an application fee may be necessary. But the
fee should not be so high. I think a
$ t 0 fee would be suitable and
would benefit both the university
and the applicants.
Yunsong Tong

A faculty strike;
what will happen
to the students
Dear editor:
Over the past few weeks I have
been reading about the potential
faculty strike. Your articles have
had good coverage on what is
happening between the teachers,
the BOG and UPI and their current
negotiations. I do feel for the
teachers and hope that they get a
just contract.
On the other hand, as a paying
student I would like to see some
more information written on what
will happen to the student popula-

tion if there is a strike. How will it
affect my four year education? Will
they shut down the college? Will
they give us the grades we have
earned in our classes up to this
point of the strike? If they close
down the school will we have to
go to school more hours when we
come back?
I know that many other students
are confused about this issue too. I
feel that we have a right to know
what is going on since it does
affect our education. Could you
please supply us with some
answers?
Klrsta Szydllk

Letter policy
The Daily Eastern News encourages letters to the editor concerning any local, state, national or
international issue.
Letters should be less than 350
words. For the letter to be printed,
the name of the author, in addition
to the author's address and telephone number, must be included.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
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Environment woes

subject of event
By TANYA ZIEGLER.
Staff writer

The consequences of toxic
chemicals leaking into soil and
water and other environmental concerns will be the topic of a presentation at 7 p.m. Wednesday in room
332 of the Physical Science
Building.
Sam Borries, an '88 Eastern
graduate who is currently
employed by the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, will
speak at the presentation along with
Mike McAteer. Borries and
McAteer are both involved with the
project Superfund.
Superfund has been allocated by
the U.S. Congress to clean toxic
cites in Illinois, Wisconsin, Michigan, Iowa and Indiana.
McAteer seeks out the sites ,
looks at the extent of the waste and
decides how to go about cleaning
them. Borries manages the operation and sometimes is .successful in
getting the industries responsible
for the mess to help with the cleanup.

Toxic sites are sometimes left
behind by moved industries and
can pollute the health of people
nearby as well as the environment.
This presentation is an opportunity
for the community and students to
recognize the danger of toxic waste
in this area, according to Alan
Baharlou, chair of the geology/geography department.
The speech will discuss being
aware of the growing problem of
hazardous waste sites, Baharlou
said. According to Baharlou, the
phrase "out of sight, out of mind" is
quite common among peoples'
response to toxic waste.
Baharlou said the presentation
will be put into a language everyone will understand and will educate the audience on the consequences of environmental disasters.
Since Lake Charleston is
Eastern 's source of drinking water,
Baharlou suggests, "Students and
the community should be involved,
and they can benefit from the
knowledge they receive. Wisdom is
the key to stopping a mess before it
happens."

CATHY BEHRENDT\Staff photographer

Street smart
Students cross in-front of the newly opened street connecting Fourth and Ninth streets behind Lawson Hall
Tuesday afternoon.

Eastern to host day of workshops for area teenagers
By CHRIS SEPER
Campus editor

The Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union will be overrun Wednesday morning
with 200 local junior high and high school
students who will learn about "Rapping in the

90's."
Citizens Against Child Abuse - along with
Eastern's psychology club - are sponsoring
the fifth annual Teens in Touch Program,
geared to teach students about child abuse

and other related topics, all under the theme
of "Rapping in the 90s."
"It's all dealing with prevention of child
abuse," said Debbie Cunningham, coordinator of the event. "We talk about workshops
on assertiveness, self esteem and sexuality,
substance abuse, depression and positive
mental health. We give all the workshops different titles."
The workshops, which will take from 9
a.m. until 1:50 p.m. in the Grand Ballroom
and third floor conference rooms, have titles

such as "Ice Ice Baby," "Can't Touch This,"
"Don't Worry Be Happy," "Blame it on the
Rain" and "Nothing Compares to You."
All past programs have involved the prevention of teen pregnancy and other teen sexuality issues, including sexually transmitted
disease.
The program - free to all Coles County
students - includes lunch along with the eight
scheduled workshops.
"It's geared toward junior high to high
school students, and as_it's passed on year to

year. It gives them an opportunity to hone on
some of those skills and attend workshops
that they haven't gone to in the past,"
Cunningham said. "It's basically to increase
the students awareness on socially relevant
topics with regards to sex abuse."
Along with co-sponsoring the event, several members of the psychology department
will work along side other volunteers of the
program, stuffing envelopes, getting door
prizes from local businesses and monitoring
different workshops.

The hffit-selling Macintosh
now has twice tre speed.

Notebook convenienre,
Macintosh power.
Introducing the Apple®Macintosh®PowerBook'" computers. Three fully
functional ~lacintosh computers. weighing between five and seven pounds.
Think of the PowerBook as a very small, very efficient, totallyportable office. Its
ergonomically designed recessed palm rests, full-size keyboard, and centered trackball
reliew stress and make ~'Ping easier, wherever you are. Communicating is easier, too.
just plug the moc!em into any phone jack. Seconds later, you are ready
· ·· ·
to directly access your desktop ~1acintosh. MS-DOS computer, office
network resources or send faxes or electronic mail to your home or
office just by ~'Ping your name. password and the phone
number 1·ou \\ish to reach. Plus. evm PowerBook
incorporates the ~lacintosh System 7·operating
system \\ith multitasking, file sharing, Balloon
Help " and TrueT:'Pf'" fonts so you can do more,
more easih' and better than ever before.
Come see the new line of PowerBook computers
today. for thepower tobe your best.®anywhere.
~ /'J'J I AfJ{Jlt! (rJmputer fnt Apple the AWfe l/JgfJ. JfacmtrJSb "nd ~lbe pou·rr f(J be your best" are f'e1!,islemi
trt1df:mart, 'f4fJPle (Mlfmler /11c Balfom1 Help. PrJu'f!1'Hoof. and True~ipe llT" trademarks ofApple Computer.
Inc If\./)()\'' a re)it~md trarkmart of.\11cmsoft Corf'!rahon

.Now the best-sellin~ Apple®Macintosh®Classic®computer is better than ever,
and twice as fast. Introducing the Macintosh Classic II, the affordable computer for
work, school, and home.
Everything 3!>0ut the Macintosh Classic II helps you finish your work faster.
Co~plete with ~om~r, keyboard, mouse, microphone, and system software, the
Macmto_sh Classic II is easy to set up, and even easier to use. Its built-in networking
connec~ons l~t Y?U effortlessly share files and printers. And the Apple SuperDrive™
floppy disk dnve is capable of reading both MS-DOS and Macintosh disks. What's more
the Macintosh Classic II includes full System 7software capabilities, including Virtual '
Memory and Balloon Help.™If you already own a Macintosh Classic, Apple offers
an upgrade to get you up to Macintosh Classic II speed in minutes.
Whether you're running a business or writing apaper check out the new
Macintosh Classic II. The powerful personal computer that's ifordable, too.
e l'J'}I ~Computer. hie. "«Jle. tiJt ~le /JJgo and .l/acmtosb are "f(IS/""1 lrtukmarts of}fflle Computer. In< }fflle .lup.r/Jnre
and Balloon Htlp are /Tademarts of"«Jle Compuler. me. Classk u a rtfl,ISlerwi tademari /icmsed to ,l/l(1lf Computer. Inc. .I/HK~"
a rtgis/""1 tradnnari of,1/icrosvft Cmpcralwn.

Stop by and see ihe new
Macintosh Computers Thursday
November 7tb between I O AM - 4 PM. Refreshments served •
<Ill
. Campus Computer Corner
Authorized
820 Lincoln Charleston
Education Sales Consultant
345-1444
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Postal rate increase denied
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
governors of the Postal Service
voted Tuesday to keep the price of
a first-class stamp at 29 cents
rather than raising it a penny.
But Postmaster General Anthony Frank said holding the line
now means the next increase, possibly as much as a nickel, will
. probably come a year earlier than
originally planned.
"America will likely (see) 29
cents will cost the post office
about $800 million annually,
explained Frank.
But public watchdog Ralph
Nader termed the action a "victory for consumers." Tuesday's
vote ended 20 months of haggling
with the independent Postal Rate

The Dally Eastern News
NO COVER

Commission, which last January vote to adjust postage rates, when
rejected the Postal Service's ·the Supreme Court can make liferequest for a 30-cent stamp.
and-death decisions with a vote of
The Postal Service put the com- 5-4," said Frank after the meetmission -approved 29-cent rate ing.
into effect last Feb. 3, under
While the price of a first-class
protest. Two subsequent requests stamp is the most visible part of
that the commission reconsider its the rate process, it is only part of a
decision were rejected, putting the complex series of rates.
When it turned down the
matter back into the hands of the
request for a 30-cent stamp, the
postal governors.
They have the power to over- independent Rate Commission did
rule the rate commission, but only suggest a series of other rate hikes
if they vote unanimously to do so. that it said would have raised
When decision time came, the about $330 million annually.
vote was 6-3 in favor of raising
These included an extra penny
rates, effectively ending the rate - to 24 cents - for the second
case and keeping stamp prices at ounce of first-class mail and sevtheir current level.
eral small changes for other class"It is odd that it requires a 9-0 es of mail.

~ C0
NO COVER
509 Van Buren Ave.
(one Block South of Square)

Friends

ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI NIGHT

122.

with Garlic Bread - only

-

(with Purchase of Drink)
Use Your Noodle ~ Come In -

LIVE MUSIC-VISION 9:30-12:0b

~
345-2466

We
Deliver
11 am - 11 pm

CHEESEBURGER, FRIES &. 20 OZ. DRINK

$319

Wednesday Only

Judge won't lift citation against reporter
BLOOMINGTON (AP) - A McLean County
judge on Tuesday upheld a decision to send a Peoria
television station reporter to jail for refusing to tum
over tapes and notes on confidential sources.
But Cfrcuit Judge W. Charles Witte delayed the
start of reporter Bob Arya's sentence for contempt
until Friday so that his attorney can take the case to
the 4th Circuit Court of Appeals in Springfield.
· "I have great respect and admiration for both parties involved," Witte said. "These are important
legal issues." If the appeals court rejects Arya's
request for a stay, he must report to jail by 11 a.m.
CSTFriday.
Arya is a reporter for WHOI-TV in Peoria. News
director Sheldon Ripson said the station was "very
disappointed".with Witte 's decision.
"Our feeling is that the law is extremely clear in
providing for a stay while the case is being
appealed," Ripson said. "And we continue to
believe it's not proper for police and prosecutors to

use reporters' notes to conduct their investigations." The judge ruled last month that Arya must
tum over notes and videotape that prosecutors say
could lead to charges against a woman suspected of
driving a getaway car in a 1988 triple-murder case.
Alvin Alexander, 40, and his half-brother, Glenn
Wilson, 36, are in McLean County jail and are
charged with armed robbery and murder in the Oct.
27, 1988, slayings of three people at S&S Liquors
in Bloomington. Each victim was shot in the head.
Arya refused to turn over the material, arguing
through attorney Don Craven that police had not
exhausted all sources for obtaining the information
independently.
McLean County State's Attorney Charles
Reynard said prosecutors need the notes and tapes
to identify three confidential sources interviewed by
Arya. One source reportedly knows the identity of a
woman who allegedly admitted driving the getaway
car.

UNPLUGGED
presents

11

formerly

"Good Question"

$1 00 LONGNECI<S
$250 PITCHERS

Stroke study shows brain reorganization .
NEW YORK (AP) - Scientists
have shown for the first time a
dramatic reorganization in the
human brain that apparently helps
some stroke victims overcome
paralysis.
A study of stroke patients who
recovered from paralysis or weakness found that impaired portions
of their brains had started sharing
control over movement with areas
on the opposite side of the brain.
Scientists said further research
may suggest ways to promote the
recovery process through rehabilitation and perhaps drugs and
medical devices.
The study shows "the human
adult brain is capable of a lot of
reorganization following injury,
and that is the way in which

recovery of function is established," said study co-author Dr.
Richard Frackowiak of the
Medical Research Council Cyclotron Unit at Hammersmith
Hospital in London.
Frackowiak's results are "fantastic," said Dr. Howard Fields,
professor of neurology and physiology at the University of California, San Francisco.
"People had speculated where
in the brain these changes take
place, and he's shown that.
Nobody knew that before. People
had known that people recover,
people have proposed mechanisms, but he's shown the anatomy of it."
Dr. Jack Whisnant, a stroke
expert at the Mayo Clinic, cau-

HELLO DAVID

11

tioned that the study did not prove
that tlie brain reorganization
caused the recovery. Still, he said,
"it's an excellent observation
which helps us understand the
pathophysiology of recovery."
''The fact that you have an area
of the brain that's been badly
damaged and can't function
again, it gives you some sort of
feeling of hope that some other
related areas of the brain can help
take over some of that function,"
he said.
Frackowiak said the reorganization probably involves altered
use of existing brain cell connec- tions rather than establishment of
new ones, but that the point is the
focus of much speculation and
research.

$1 00 COVER
OPEN AT 8:00
LAST WEEK WAS HOPPIN
THIS WEEK WILL BE ROCKIN
1

1

SEIZED CARS,
trucks, boats,

4-wheelers,
motorhomes,
by FBI, IRS, DEA
AVAILABLE IN YOUR.

AREA NOW
CALL (805) 682-7555
EXT. C-6060

RESTAURANT & CATERING

ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED
THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN?
409 7lh STREET

As seen on
Showtime &. VH-1

CHRIS

PENDLETON

1111

UNIVERSITY

~:~

in the
Rathskellar
at 8:00 p.m.
for $ l Wednesday,
November6
w/student I.D.

345-7427
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H·ear·say·-debated in assault case Gates confirmed as C·IA
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Jystice · pepartment ur-ged .the
Supreme Court on Tuesday 'to
.eject the appeal of an' Illi1lois sex
offender and give prQsecutots a
strong hand in cases where young
ehildreri do not testify.
Randall D. White, who is serving.
a 10-year sentence for assaulting a
young Vermilion County girl, says
constitutional right to face his
accuser was violated.
A jury returned a guilty verdict
based on the hearsay testimony of
five people who talked to girl after
lbe alleged incident
Stephen Nightingale of the
Justice Department said the girl's
mments to the five were vaiu' and the case meets Supreme
Court precedent on the use of
yevidence.
"A consensu~ has emerged that
Slltements made under the influeace of a startling incident" are
reliable, Nightingale said
"'This court has specifically held
ii.Ill once reliability is shown in a
liearsay statement" ... that statement

is trustworthy," said Arleen
Anderson, assistant Illinois attorney
general.
Anderson apparently found an
ally in Justice S~ndra Day
O'Connor, who said sudden utterances "are more likely to be true"
than statements gathered in court
The case is drawing national
attention. Child welfare groups, 28
state attorneys general and the
Justice Department filed legal
briefs supporting Illinois prosecutors.
White, however, is asking for a
new trial. His attorney, Gary
Peterson, tried to cast doubt on the
hearsay testimony that was accepted by the county trial court.
Sudden, emotional utterances
after a crime have generally been

accepted as evidence. But Peterson
said the girl answered leading questions from a police officer 45 minutes after she said she was attacked.
"She was no longer excited. The
police officer said she was calm,"
Peterson said. The statements
"were· not spontaneous. They were
made after she had spoken to two
others," Five people - the girl's
mother, a baby sitter, a police officer,. a doctor and a nurse - testified
at White's trial in 1988.
All said the youngster said she
was assaulted by White in her bedroom.
Prosecutors attempted to call the
5-year-old girl, identified in court
papers as S.G., to the witness stand
but she did not testify.
Justice John Paul Stevens asked
Anderson if she considered the
girl's statements to the police officer as spontaneous as the ones
made to the mother and baby sitter.
They were "still made while the
child was under stress," Anderson
replied

chief despite controversy
WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Senate on Tuesday overwhelmingly confirmed Robert M.
Gates as head of the Central
Intelligence Agency following
a six-month ordeal that laid
bare painful disputes within the
spy agency.
The vote was 64 to 31, a
strong margin despite the taint
of the Iran-Contra affair that
clung to Gates through much
of the confirmation hearings
and charges that he tailored
intelligence reports to suit the
political views of Reagan
administration higher-ups.
Backed by a solid phalanx of
Republicans, Gates benefited
from a split within Democratic
ranks to survive the longest
and most controversial approval process ever for a· CIA
nominee.

Confirmation also reversed
the sharpest setback
the
career of Gates, whose s_wift
rise up the CIA ladder was
stymied _in 1987 when President Reagan named him· to
head the agency but he was
forced to withdraw under the
cloud of Iran-Contra.
President Bush said in a
statement issued after the
Senate's action that the "vote is
a confirmation that Bob Gates
has the professional expertise
and experience to lead our
intellfgence community during
these changing times."
Senate supporters campaigned
for Gates on the ground that his
background. in intelligence work
gave him the know-how to do
the job and that he had overcome whatever past deficiencies
he may have had.
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DIVISION OF RECREATIONAL SPORTS

REC SPORTS SHORTS

Office: Student Recreation Center Lobby

Telephone: 581-2821 or 581-2820

ENTRY DEADLINES
Powerlifting (M,W) ........... ..
3 on 3 Basketball (M,W) .......................... ..
Badminton Doubles (M,W.CR) ..................... .....................

.. ..................................... ..

WINNERS OF TIMEX FITNESS WEEK
.. .. Wednesday, November 13
........... Friday, November 15
.. ..... Tuesday, November 26

11 Mile Bike Aide

John Macis ..............

Dave Herman ..................................................

...................... Bike/Computer Watch
.. ....... Brave Wave Watch

MSllAY

POWER LIFTING
··Men's and Women's Team and Individual.
-Men's weight classes: 123, 132, 149, 165, 182, 198, 220, and unlimned.
-Womerl's weight classes: 97, 106. 114, 123, 132. 149, 165. and unlimited.
-Teams consist maximum 8 • may be distributed in any manner throughout the weight classes.
-3 events for the meet are: bench press, deadl~. and squat.
-Format of Tlift wildi:ard meet • 2 lifts per event plus an extra I~ on any 1 of 3 events.
··Entries taken beginning TODAY 2-10 p.m. in the SAC Lobby.
··Event begins Thursday. November 14 in SAC downstairs free-weight area.

Lap Swim
2 Mile Fun Run

WEDNESDAY
Powerwalking
Wat9f Aerobics

BADMINTON DOUBLES
--Mens, Womens, and Mixed Doubles.
-Matches of best 2 out of 3 games to 11 points.
-Teams may choose a Monday or Tuesday evening tournament at 8 p.m. Winners advance to Wednesday evening finals.
--Entries taken beginning Tuesday, November 19 from 2-10 p.m. in the SAC, bmh members of a team must pre-register with validated student
l.D. or Faculty/Staff Ree Card.
-Play begins Monday, December 2 in Lantz Fieldhouse at 8 p.m.

THROW A GROUP SWIM PARTY!!
-·E.l.U. groups may reserve the Buzzard Pool for group swim parties.
--Reservations must be made and fees paid at least 3 school days in advance at Ree Sports Office in SAC Lobby.
·-NQ admission may be charged by the group even if the charge is merely to defray the rental fee.
--Reservation fees are $5.00 per hour or fraction of an hour for groups less than 20.
--$5.00 additional per hour for each additional 20 persons in any group.
·-AL.L...U..SEB.S of the pool must be Eastern Illinois University students with validated 1.0. or Faculty/Staff Ree card.
--Make all checks payable to Eastern Illinois University.
NOTE: The Lantz Pool !llil)Lllgt be reserved.

AQUA AEROBICS!!!
1

WATER!! It's the perfect environment for exercising, losing weight, toning up, and relaxing. The Division of Recreational Sports offers a program
that will help you to obtain the many benefits of exercise, without stress or pain.
MONDAY·THURSDAY
.............................................................................................................5:00 & 6:00 p.m.
TUESDAY & THURSDAY..........
.. .............................. 7:00 p.m.
FRIDAY .................................. ........
...................................
.. .... 5:00 p.m.
SUNDAY................ .
..............................
.. ................ 6:00 p.m.
ALL AQUA AEROBICS SESSIONS WILL BE HELD IN BUZZARD POOL.

Terry Ramey .................................................................................Atlantis 100 Watch
Logan Cobb ............ .
...Brave Wave Watch
Laura Speichingen.
...........Atlantis 1oo Wa1cl!
Shellay McLean ........................
.. ............ Brave Wave Watch
Shannon Galloway
.....Tri Prix Watch
Denise Henry .........................................................................
.. ... Diver Styled Watch
Chelle Maynard ....
.........................................
.. ........ 'Timex T-Shlrt
Krissi Woods.......
.. ....................................Timex T-Shirt
Kristin Best ...................................... ..
.. ....................Times T-Shirt

3 ON 3 BASKETBALL - SHICK SUPER HOOPS
·-Mens and Womens Competition
-Teams of 3 players with 1 substnute.
-8 minute halves with 1 minute intermission.
··Entries taken beginning Friday, November 8 from 2·10 p.m. in the SAC Lobby.
-Play begins Monday, November 18 on Lantz Main Gym Floo(.
.... Please, disregard the entry deadline dates and play dates for 3 on 3 basketball that are in the Division of Recreational sports Informal
Sports and Intramural Programs Brochure, they are incorrect.

Dr. CrawfOfd .......... .
.. ......... Magnum 200 Watch
David Wolski .................................... .
.. ...............................Wave Rider Watch
Ted Aahr ....................................................................................... Atlantis 100 Watch
Kevin Moore ................................................... .
.. ..... Brave Wave Watch

ElllPAY
Awards

Nina De Martino ............................

...............Timex T·Shirt
Erica Hudson
..................................................'Times T-Shirt
Christine Pelc .............................
.........................Timex T·Shirt
Marilyn Lisowski........... ...................................
............. Reebok Tennis Shoes
Katie Alyea
............................................... Reebok Tennis Shoes

AEROBIC!!!
BEAT THE RUSH AND GET READY FOR SPRING8REAK EARLYll GET YOUR BODY READY FOR THE BEACH AND ATTEND AEROBICS'IN THE NEW
SRCI Aerobic classes consist of high, low, and moderate impact. All classes will be held in the enclosed gym unless otherwise indicated.
MON -THURS ............. ..
.............. LEVEL
8:00 a.m. ....
.. ..........................Low impact
4:00 p.m. .......... ............................
.................Low impact ..
4:00 p.m
................................................ High impact
5:00 p.m ................................................................ Moderate impact
6:00 p.m
................................
.. ..... Moderate impact

............Multi-purpose area

EB1
8:00 a.m
4:00 p.m ...
4:00 p.m

............................ Low impact
. ........ Low impact ........................................................Multi-purpose area
.. ................................ High impact

SAL·
3:00·4:30 p.m... .

.. .........................................................Low Impact

s.ui:!.
6:00-7:30 p.m ................................................................... low Impact

SPORTS EQUIPMENT CHECK OUT
Need a basketball to shoot some hoops? Students, Faculty, and staff may check out sports equiprTient without charge form the Equipmen~ Issue Room in the
south entrance of the Lantz Building on the lower level. A validated student 1.D. or Faculty/Staff Ree card is required. Hours are 7:30 a.m.-11 p.m. Mon.·
Thurs. Fri. 7:30 a.m.-10:00 p.m. and 2-9:30 p.m., Sat., and Sun. Individuals will be assessed a replacement cost for any lost or damaged equipment.

PROPER IDENTIFICATION
A validated student 1.0. or appropriate Faculty/Staff Ree card is required and will be the only identification accepted to enter the SAC, to obtain a handstamp
to enter the pool, to check out sports equipment, to make racquetball and indoor tennis court reservations, to enter all intramural team sports and special
events, and to take part in aerobic and aqua exercise sessions.
All individuals without proper identification will not be allowed admittance to any of the things listed above.

I

Dorm si ze refriger ators and
microwave ovens for rent. <;:arlyle
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 3487746.
------~~--12/6
FOR TERMITE, ROACH , FLEA
AND OTHER PEST PROBLEMS
CALL RANGER, PHONE 345 6473 , AFFORDABLE PRICES ,
EXPERIENCED SERVICE.

The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2812.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
Ali classified advertising
must meet the 2 p . m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed after 2 p.m.
will be published in the foi1owing days newspaper.
Ads cannot be canceled
after the 2 p .m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

POSITIONS AVAILABLE: Developmental Trainers needed to
work with developmentally disabled adults. TRAINING, CERTIFICATION and BENEFITS PROVIDED. Full and Part-time~ start
$4.60/hr. Apply in person at 738
18th St.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to
students or student organizations
promoting our Spring Break
Packages. Good Pay & Fun . Call
PMI. 1-800-423-5264.
_ _ _ _ _ca10/29-31 ,11 /4-11
FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS:
Promote & Organize our Spring
Break tours. All materials furnished.
Good Pay & Fun . Call Campus
Marketing. 1-800-423-5264.
11/7

A
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~
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DIRECTORY

WANTED - Mon., Wed., and Fri.
9-1 Oa .m., low/medium impact.
Apply at Charleston Recreation
Dept. , 520 Jackson.
---~------11 /7
STUDENT CLEAN-UP PERSON.
WORK WED THROUGH SAT
AFTERNOON. APPLY AT TED'S
IN PERSON . 12 :30 - 2:00
(AFTERNOOf\!).

SERVIC£s OmRED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/ScHOOLS

HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS

ROOMMATES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST

Male Subleasor needed · for
Spring Semester, Furnished, own
room. $190/mo. 348-0910.
_ _ __ __ ca10/31 , 11 /4,6

&. FOUND

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The

oany

ACROSS

Eastern News
CLASSIFIED

Ao

FORM

Name: _______________~
Address:--------'--------Students 0 Yes 0 No

Phone:

Do r m size refrige rator and
microwave for rent. Carlyle
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 348 7746.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
2 bedroom , furnished apartment.
Includes dishwasher, carpeting,
central heat & air. Close to campus. As Low as $130/month per
person. Carlyle Rentals. 3487746.
_ _ _ _ _ __ ___ 12/6
Spring subleasor needed, male .
Park
Place
Apartments .
$137.50/month, plus utilities. 3451341 .
_ _ __ __ _ _ _ 11/7
1 Female Subleasor needed for
spring semester 1992. Park Place
II apartments. Very close to campus. $150 per month-negotiable.
Call 348-1170 for more information.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /6
Male Subleasor needed for
Spring Semester. Good location.
For more information call Eric
348-8703. (After 6p.m .)
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /7
Female Subleasor for SPRINGopt. Summer. OWN ROOM. Furnished , AC , Lots of Storage
Space. $150/mo. neg. 348-1112.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /8
FOR RENT: 1-2 or 3 subleasors
needed for spring semester .
House close to campus . Own
rooms. Summers free. 345-7965.
_ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /8
Subleasor needed for Spring
Semester. $160. 348-1970.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /12
Female subleasor needed for
spring semester in a great apartment in University Court. Janell
581-8006.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /8
1, 2, an·d 3 bedroom apartments.
Fully furnished, convenient location, available now and for Spring
term. Call 345-6621 .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
Subleasor needed for 1 bedroom
apt. Close to campus . Call 3485517.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /8

Dates to run ~-------------Ad to read:

1 Prepare for
publication
s Monk' s garb
9 NAsA·s
concern
14 Father
1s Sandusky 's
lake
t6A
17 •:
t9 Gladiators ·
sandy
battlefield
20 Jockey
21 Bowling-alley
button
22 Kind of carpet
25 British gun
27 Readers
30 Kefauver

Spring Subleasor needed. Furnished house-own room-excellent
condition . Rent negotiable. 3487058.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 11 /7
Near Campus share large house
with students . $110 per month
with private room. Ca_ll Frank 3454053.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/7
Roommate needed for Spr.. 92.
155 /mth plus utilities. Call Dan
345-5564.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/6
FEMALE ROOMMATE(S) NEEDED . OWN ROOM, OWN LEASE,
APARTMENT CLOSE TO CAMPUS , CLEAN , INCLUDES
WATER. 345-5205.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /8
Roommate needed . Park Place
Apts. $130/month & half utilities.
345-6783.

ADOPTION : Happily married,
financially secure couple, wish to
adopt a white newborn. Will give
lots of love and security . Legal
and confidential. Call 618-4629144 Carol and Robert.

Sony CD player $50, Advent digital sound processor $!50 . Four
auto Bose speakers w/equalizer,
digital radio cassette $200. More
345-7282.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers
$15. 348-5460.

_ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ 1217

Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 911 . Call Mary at 581-3215.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
82 KZ650 6500 mi. Runs and
looks great. $750.00 348-1983.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1217

33 Descendant of
Judah
34 Relative of etc .
36 Shell of a ship
38 Cousin of a
gator
39Analyze
grammatically
40 Sponsorship
41 Scors skirt
42 She loves : Lat.
43 Dispatched
44 lmpertment
46 Family in " Peter
Pan "
49Too
St Mitigates
52 Sub&ide
SS Ruth 's
mother-in-law
S8 Song from
"West Side
Story "

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

0 Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

ESPN-24;

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

~ightCourt

Unsolved
Mysteries
Night Court
Seinfeld
Quantum Leap

ews
Entmt. Tonight
Brooklyn Bridge
Peanuts
Jake and the
Fatman
48 Hours

Married...
Dinosaurs
Wonder Years
False Arrest

Letterman

News
M"A*S*H
Current Affair
Hard Copy

News
Love Conn.
Johnny B
Nightline

USA-26

Great American
Events
Bowling

Murder She,
Wrote
Movie:
Murderous
Vision
MacGyver

SportsCenter
Ott Road Racing

.
I',,."'•

1983 Mustang GLX 2dr hate
back V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB crui
Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000 Mile
Excellent condition $3250. 34
3020 anytime.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
EX band member selling go
stuff: Fender standard tele, M
shall 8040 amp , Digitech PD
20/20, Pro-co RAT $700 for
345-1377.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
20 gal. fish aquarium . Light ho
rocks, filters , air pump includ
Complete set-up. $70 o.b.o. 3
0499.

_ ___ ______1

1982 Kawasaki 650CSR D
Blue, Low Miles, New Tires, B
Chain, .Must sell First $650. 3
6161 .

RAISING
For your fraternity, sororlty, team

or other campu• organization.

AllOUlll&T NO INYDrMlllf llQUlllll
CALL 1-800-950- 8472, e xt. 5

64 Hunter
constellation
65 Notable t1m.e
periods
66 For fear that
67 O 'Casey and
Connery
68 Rocky crags
69 -·-·

DOWN
1 J . B . Rhine 's
interest
2 Day, in Durango
3 Like some vbs .
4 Bohea or
congou
5 Cherry red
6Toward the
mouth
1 Dry the dishes

..

NBA: Bulls
at Celtics

Mauritania

Forever James
Dean

Edge

Movie: This is
Elvis

News

Great Performanc

Night Court
Kojak

Being Saved?
Illinois Lawmakers

qualizer

. . . . ', .

56 Prefix for
dynamics
S? Tent -making
poet
48 Secular
eo Long in the
tooth
50 Start
6t Grassland
52 An Alcott
62 C .l.A.
S3 Unadorned
antecedent
54 Opera highlight 63 Ultimate degr

39 Yields a profit
45 Was he s
47 Carel es s

WGN-10, 9

Pool
News
Tonight

____ ______1

o vens

no. words/days_ _ __ _~Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0 Check

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1

Soloflex exercise machine.
attachments included. 1 year o
Used little. $1100. TV $60. 3
0259.

59;

9Alarms
24 On e c on c ern of
10 (
a proofreader
11 Son of Zeu s an d 26 Far : Comb .
Hera
for m
t2 Recen t: Comb . 27 Small
indentation
form
28 Use an auger
13 ·· L· - -- c 'est
moi"
29 Mus . heirloom
31 University of
18 Spanish Cubist
Ore . site
painter
32 First-aid
22 " Pacem in
contrivances
- - " : John
XXlll
35 Movie dog
37 D-day boats
23 Interstice

Person accepting ad _ _ ___Compositor _ __ __

0 Cash

Zenith 25 " console TV $15
Marantz speakers ( 165 watts
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 Al
band communication receiv
$150 . More. 345-4426after1
a.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1
1982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBL
Good condition . $1800 O.B.
Call Ken 345-9735.

e Glassmakers '

Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

Payment:

1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/ FM
cassette, new tires, looks great ,
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00
348-0692.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 12/7
1985 Dodge 600 All electric very
good condition $4,500. 1976
AMC Hornet good 850.00 3456415.
---------~12/7
Formals for Sale. $75 to $100.
Sizes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after
6:30 pm 348-7732.
~--,-----=c----c-----=~12/7
For sale one Remington Electric
adding machine CHEAP. 345 6797.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ 12/7
'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks
and runs excellent! Must sell
$1 ,150 OBO. Call 581-5477.
_ _ __ _ _____ 12/7
1980 Mazda Rx7. New .paint,
clutch, tires. 104,000 miles.
$2300 OBO. 348-7825.
----~---~-12/7
1978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with
hard case. Good conditiorr $275
call Brian 348-8703.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
'86
YAMAHA
FZ
600
red/white/blue, quick, low miles ,
new tires, runs great! Must sell ,
$2600 345-9129.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7
PREFORMATTED IBM COMPAT. 3.5" HIGH DENSITY COMPUTER DISKS $1 .25 ea. WHILE
THEY LAST. BRAD 2836.
_ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ 12/7
Formals very nice. Lavender and
royal blue. Worn once. Size 8/9.
$25 OBO 348-5541.
_ _ _ __ _ __ __ 12/7
Speedo swim suit size 10. Ladies
never worn tags are attached
$30.00. Call 581 -5758.
_ _ __ __ __ __ 12/7
1984 Honda Aero 125 Scooter.
Excellent condition. $600.00 3452333 or 348-5808.
---~---~~- 12/7
2 15" MTX SPEAKER BOX
WOOFERS #350. LIKE NEW .
MARY JO 581-2917.
_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12/7

Movie

Spenser : For
Hire
Gary Shandling
Molly Dodd

eers
Night Court
Movie:
Starman
Wings
Star Trek: The
Next Generation
WKRP
Arsenic
Party Machine

News Scan
Disney

Sanford and Son
Movie: You
Only Live

Little House
oil Prairie
Combat

Twice

Hollywood Stunt.
Mom. of Courage
Wildlife Tales
Oo TrusfYour Wife
Illinois Lawmakers
Wildlife
Choppers
Capt. Scarlett
Fire Power

Movie: High
Plains Drifter

~"="] w::=,,~ ~:::::~~:
1

1980 Ch"Y "'"" ssooo mn"j
good tires, body fair, needs work.
$300 OBO 348-8068.
_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ 12/6
t986 Honda Prelude , red , 5
speed, loaded, $5495 OBO. 5815145.
11/7
A.,..c-o-us-t,i-c~G,_u.,..it-ar_s_w_/,....ca_s_e_,-s-trap &
self teaching materials. Call Matt
581-5631.

Heather Wetzel for helping with
Exam Snacks.
11 /6
Thank you to Phi Sigma Sigma
pledge class and Jennie
Komonoski for exam snacks.
11 16
JOANNE GUGLIOTTA: Congratulations on being chosen AST
Active of the Year! Love, your
Sisters.
~~~~~~~~~,....11/6

FOUND: Pair of black sunglasses
with case in Buzzard Building. To
claim, call 581-2812.
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /6
LOST IN BUZZARD BUILDING
ONE BRIGHT BLUE ART
BIN(TACK LE BOX) FILLED
WITH ART SUPPLIES.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11 /6
FOUND : Black watch outside
Library lecture hall. Call Laurie at
581-3972.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/8

Singing Telegrams!! Birthdays,
Christmas, Anniversaries, Special
Occasions . Call 581-3110 8-12
and 1-5 M-F for details.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/6
SHARON LAMB-Happy Birthday,
Hope you have a Great Day! ESA
Love, Dana
--=~-=-,..,....,--,,,-,~,...,--=---,-1116
DELTA TAU DELTA: Tonight is
the night when the Greeks go
Geeks. Take a study break and
come party at the nerd function .
Love, the Alpha Sigs.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/6

SHELLEY MOUSHON: Thanks
for all your hard work! Formal
was great! Love, your AST Sisters.
~~~-~--,,,-~~~11 /6

Kevin-Happy 21st Birthday! You
can finally use your own ID! Hope
you have a great day! Love, Allison.
~~=~~~~~~-11/6

JENNIFER HURCKES-Congratulations on being accepted into
Honorary Order of Omega! We're
so proud of you! Love, your Phi
Sig Sisters.
11/6
AST FORMAL DATES: This
weekend was great! lndi will
never be the same! Love, the
AST's.
11 16
.,.A.,..M"""Y-o-=E"'D'"'"W'""'A-o-=R-=D"""'S,_:-,C"""o_n_g_r-atulations on Panhel Treasurer! We
are so proud of you! Love, your
AST Sisters.
11 /6
-=-c-om_e_s_e_e_w""'"h_a_tt""'"h-e~la-d""""ie_s_o_f PHI
SIGMA SIGMA are all about .
Informal Rush 11-6. For rides and
Info. call 581-6753.
~.,.....,,.,...,,..-=-c=,...,,...,,,..,,......,....,.__,...,.-1116

PHI SIG PLEDGES: Hold those
roses proudly! Study hard-you're
almost there!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 11/6

jewelry, diamonds , class rings,
gold or silver coins & collection
modern & antique guns.-The
Pawn Shop 518 6th On the
Square. 348-1011
12/7
STACEY and LEARY : we want
... Pizza, We want ... Cheesy
Porns! We had a great formalThanks! Love, Kristin and Christina.
11 /6
Chrissy: Your 1st daughter misses you! Thanks for the ID. Call
me-I have a present for you.
Love, Min.die.
11 /6
To the LAWSON LUSHES: 6-way
r date at Ike's tonight. Remember,
Chota Luvs U, Shh the baby's
sleeping, GoGo's w/Bonding &
Power Shacking. Love, Lisa Luv
& Sheer Coolness.
11/6
. ATTENTION: SIGMA KAPPA, the
function has been changed to
ROC'S!
11/6
SIG KAPS & SIGMA CHI'S , get
ready to party in your BOXER'S
and BLAZERS tonight at ROc·s .
1116
Mock LSAT exam on Nov.14 at
4:00p.m. Get ready for the Dec.7
LSAT. For info. call Scott- 5812987 or Bill- 345-7461; Applications are in Coleman Hall 204.
11 /8
Interested in DJ-ing at Mother's?
345-2455 between 8-1 Op.m. for
an appointment. Ask for Scott or
Jeff.
11/7
To my granny, my mama, and my
wild child, Get psyched for Bingo!
Love in Alpha Garn and mine, Lisa.
11 /6

SIGMA SIGMA SORORITY on
"".ednesday , Nov : 6, at the Phi
cSaig H ° ~ s e . F_ or rides and Info.

115 8 1 6 7 5 3

11/6
AMY WAL TON-Well hode on!
Thanks for an awesome weekend! You're the best morn ever!
A-Phi love, Jen. P.S. 1 am so
psyched for tonight!
11 /6
Nisemeister, A thousand Pardons
for taking so long to place this ad.
I am looking forward to your formal. Here's to my A-G sis. Sigma
Nu Love, Simmer.
11 /6
JULIE DANGOIA IS GETTING
MARRIED! I am so happy for
you. But I'm sad you're leaving
me. I love you - Amy.
11 /6
DEL TA SIGS: Get ready to
BOMB St. Louis. They will never
know what HIT 'EM!
11/6
JIM CREECH : Congrats on
receiving President nomination!
You'll do a great job.
11/6
Congratulations to Nicole Oliver
on getting lavaliered to Mike
Keogh of Sigma Pi! Your Alpha
Garn sisters are happy for you!
11/6
USHERS needed for PARENTS
WEEKEND CONCERT (Nov. 16).
Call Carey at 581-3467 . Leave
your name and phone number.
11/7
Need a place to live? Looking
for a roommate? Have something to sell? Check out the
Classifieds of The Daily Eastern
News! We accept Visa and
Mastercard!
11 /6

You better
vvatch out!

The Christmas Gift Guide
is coming to
The Daily Eastern News
November 21!
Calvin and Hobbes
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SAM (Society for the Advancement of Management) will have a
meeting tonight at ?:OOp.m. in Rm . 017 of Lumpkin Hall. John
Hedge_s Sr., Vice President of Lending at First of America, will be
speaking. All are welcome to camel
Mortar Board will have a meeting tonight at 7:30p.m. in the
Greenup Room in the Union. There will be an executive meeting
from 7 :oo - 7 :3op.m.
ACS will have a meeting tonight at 6:00p.m. in Rm 415 of the Science Bldg. Faculty speakers will be Dr. McGuire, Dr. Furumo, and
Dr. Marquart.
Rotaract will have a meeting tonight at 8:00p.m. in the
Charleston/Mattoon Room of the Union.
Student Senate will have its weekly meeting tonight at 7:00p.m. in
the Tuscola-Arcola Room of the Union.
Phi Gamma Nu Pledge Class will have a meeting tonight at
5:30p.m. in Rm. 029 of Lumpkin Hall.
Wesley Foundation at EIU will have communion tonight at
9:30p.m. at the Wesley United Methodist Church. Every Wednesday
night at 9:30 there is a student led devotive Communion Service.
Everyone is welcomed to this half hour service, and invited to share
in the Lords Supper without regard to church affiliation. Eric Davidson will be sharing tonight.
E.A.R.T.H. (Expanding Awareness and Responsibility Towards
Humanity) will have a meeting tonight at 6:00p.m. in Rm. 107 of
Blair Hall. Remember T-Shirt money and dues. Anyone concerned
about the environment and/or social issues is welcome.
PRSSA will not have a meeting tonight. Next Wednesday, Nov. 13,
we will have a guest speaker specializing in marketing. All majors
welcome.
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will have a business meeting tonight at
6:00p.m. in the Effingham Room of the Union. Don't forget your
walk-a-than and candy money. Pledges bring your money for the
hayride!
Delta Sigma Pi will have a speaker tonight at 7:00p.m. in the
Kansas Room of the Union. ,
Public Administration Association will have an executive meeting
today at 3:45p.m. in the Group Study area, 2nd floor of Booth
Library .. lmportant Executive meeting. All executives and committee
chairman please attend.
SAMS will have a meeting tonight at 6:30p.m. in the Union Walkway.
Psi Chi will have a general meeting tonight at 6:30p.m. in the Psychology Lounge. See you then!
Christian Campus Fellowship will have 81ble Study and Fellowship tonight at 7:00p.m. at the Christian Campus House, located
south of Lawson Hall. Everyone is welcome! Call 345-6990 for rides
or info.
Sigma Iota Lambda will have a mandatory meeting today at
3:00p.m. in Rm. 228 of Coleman Hall.
Newman Catholic Center will have mass tonight at 9:00p.m. at the
Newman Center.
Newman Catholic Center will have a-speaker tonight at 7:00p.m. in
the Shelbyville Room Ot1h~ Union . Michene Padula, a May graduate, will speak tonight on her experience in Haiti and the recent Military Coup. All are welcome to attend.
Epsilon Sigma Alpha will have a Fundraising Committee meeting
tonight at 5:30p.m. in the Union -lobby in front of Effingham Room.
M&M's are in. EVERYONE come prepared to pick up M&M's.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
any event. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
office by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
an event schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
by noon Wednesday. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
Sunday event.) Clips submitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
No clips will be taken by Phone. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
conflicting information will not be run. ·

'SELL SHORT
SAVE LONG'
It's the 1 for $1 deal!
The Daily Eastern News
will run your
CLASSIFIED AD

for 1 day for $1 *
•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
*THE 1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO WISHES TO ~ AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3
ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST B~ PRICED .

BY GARRY TRUDEAU
YOU'!?& A

PtRFVRMANaAJ<r/5T'! WHAT

WHAT, YOU A

MORON OR
!:CMeTHIN6?

IS PCRFCRMYOU JE:Rl<.IN'
ANt:b AJ<TAN'f- MY OIAIN,
WAY? I'V&At.- IAIJYf'
/l/AYS Ulmt:UCP. -1-C£;..;;..q

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Address:

Phone:

--------

Dates to run - - - - - - - - - - - -

Message:

(one word per line)

\---=

').
Under Classification of: FOR SALE Person accepting ad _ _ __
Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _Compositor_ _ __
No. words/days _ _ _ _ _ _ __,Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

10

Knoblauch given AL honor
NEW YORK (AP) - Chuck
Knoblauch, a second baseman
who made the jump from Class
AA to the majors and helped
spark the Minnesota Twins to a
World Series victory, was chosen
American League Rookie of the
Year on Tuesday.
Knoblauch received 26 of 28
first-place votes in balloting by
the Baseball Writers Association
of America. Toronto pitcher Juan
Guzman and Detroit outfielder
Milt Cuyler split the other two
first-place votes.
"Luckily I was a winning team,
did some things well and had a
consistent year," Knoblauch said
from his home in Houston.
"There's been a Jot of people
saying I was going to get it, but I
didn't feel like it until I got the
call." Knoblauch got two secondplace votes and finished with 136
points in the 5-3-1 voting system.
Guzman got 20 seconds and three
third-place votes, finishing second with 68 points. Cuyler got
two second-place votes and 11
thirds and was third with 22
points.
"It's the same like the World
Series, it won't sink in for

no plan to leave but on the flight
awhile," Knoblauch said.
He was drafted by the Twins in to Oakland to open the season,"
the first round in June 1989 after Knoblauch said.
making second-team All-America
He made a quick impression,
at shortstop in his junior year at going 25-for-75 on April with
Texas A&M. He hit .286 in 51 nine RBls. He wound up at .28 l
games at Kenosha of the Midwest with 24 doubles, six triples, 50
League and .364 in 18 games at RBls and 25 steals in 30 tries.
"At times, you question yourVisalia of the California League.
The following year, he was self whether you belong,"
promoted to Orlando of the Knoblauch said. "But Kirby
Southern League and hit .289 Puckett was a big help - Puckett
with two homers and 53 RBls. and Chili Davis and Kent Hrbek.
That earned him an invitation to They said, 'They wouldn't have
spring training as a non-roster you here if you didn't belong.'
player.
When you have a superstar like
"Our feeling was that we would Kirby Puckett saying that io you,
more or less hold an open and you have to believe it."
Knoblauch's hot bat continued
even tryout at second base
between (Nelson) Liriano and in the postseason. He was 7-forKnoblauch, and whoever had the 20 with three RBis against
better spring would make the Toronto in the playoffs, then went
club," Twins general manager 8-for-26 with two RBls against
Andy MacPhail said Tuesday. Atlanta in the World Series. He
"We had decided not to arbitrarily set a rookie postseason record
sent him back to Triple A and with 15 hits.
"He was a winning-type player
held the position open."
Knoblauch hit .388 in 20 spring through the minor leagues and all
games, going 26-for-67 with six through his college career,"
RBis. He impressed the Twins . MacPhail said. "There was an
enough that Liriano was released opinion we needed some youth
six days before the season started. and enthusiasm, needed to change
"Going to spring training I had some faces in the infield."

Don King denies ties to the mob
NEW YORK (AP) - Boxing
promoter Don.King says allegations that he has ties to organized
crime are the vendetta of a journalist and the fantasies of a former
FBI agent.
"People are trying to assassinate
my business life," KiQ.g said
Tuesday at a news conference.
Th~ allegations were made on
the show "Frontline," reported by
Jack Newfield, which was to be
shown on PBS Tuesday night, and
in a Sports Illustrated story last
week by Joseph Spinelli, the former FBI agent, as told to writer
William Nack.
"Let me categorically deny any
association with the mob," said
King, who once ran a numbers
game in Cleveland and served four
years for manslaughter.
He said Newfield, a veteran
investigative reporter with the
New York Daily News and the
Village Voice, "has had a vendetta
for years trying to bring down

black success.
"Blacks can make it in America,
but they have to work doubly
hard," King said. "Is there a double standard in this country? Yes.
Is there racism in this country?
Yes." He called Spinelli a "frustrated FBI agent. Here's a guy who
is incompetent. He's dreaming."
Spinelli investigated King while
he was with the FBI, which he left
in 1985 to become inspector general for the State of New York.
King was indicted on federal
income tax charges but acquitted
on all counts.
King served time on state
manslaughter charges in Ohio. He
since has been granted fl full pardon in that case.
"They're rehashing news of 10,
20, 30 years ago and bringing it up
like it was a current affair, and I'm
connected with the mob," King
said. "If I had a mob, they must be
sissies." In the Sports Illustrated
story, Spinelli related an infor-

mant's account of King becoming
"engaged in what appeared to be a
' heated conversation' " in a
restaurant with John Gotti, the
reputed boss of the Gambino
crime family in New York.
"I'm crazy, but I'm not that
crazy," King said. "Arguing with
John Gotti ··- in New York!" King
said HBO, the cable television network, was behind the allegations
on the television program and in
the magazine article.
"A high executive toid me that
if I left HBO I'd better watch my
back 24 hours a day," King said,
declining to name the executive.
HBO called King's accusations
"a complete and utter fantasy.
HBO was completely unaware of
the article before it appeared,"
said Bob Greenway, HBO's vice
president-sports programming.
"There's never been an occasion
where HBO has told Sports
Illustrated what to do."

HELP WANTED
POSTAL JOBS

Beat the Blahs Get Bronze for the Ho,idays

AVAILABLE
Many Positions
Great Benefits

We open early
M-F 9 A.M.
Sat. 10 A.M.

CALL (805) 682-7555
EXT. P-3577
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THE BODY SHOP
1410 6th St.
OLDTOWNE APTS.

348-TANS

THE NEWEST & BEST BEDS IN TOWN!

Next time you order
a pizza ... don't ask
"where's the cheese?"

Just Call 345-2844

$2.00 OFF
Any Large
Jerry's Pizza
& Pub

Pizza Delivered
with coupon
Expires May 31st,1992

Women's soccer cl'ub
team finishes at 3-2
By SCOlT DEAN
Staff writer

The woman's soccer club's
season came to a close recently
with the club having a winning 32 record.
After an opening game defeat
to Illinois ,. the club ran past three
of their next four opponents. In
those four games the club split a
pair of games with Illinois State,
and defeated Iowa State and
Illinois College.
The club's two defeats were by
one goal a piece, while the club
outscored its opponents this season 17-4.
The leading scorers for this

year's club were Laura
Dziubinski with four goals, while
Kelly Kenyon and Karen Biedron
each had three.
"This years team had basically
new people," said Dziubinski,
who serves as the club's president. "Once we were able to
began to learn each others
strengths and weaknesses, we
really played well.
The club will begin their
indoor season shortly, as they
travel to Delwood, Mo., to play in
a tournament.
"We're still learning each others abilities," added Dziubinski,
"We'll be ready for the tournament."

Notre Dame-Penn State
game on pay-per-view
SOUTH BEND, Ind. (AP) The Notre Dame-Penn State
game Nov. 16 will be offered on
pay-per-view cable in a national
test of the potentially lucrative
pay-TV market, the College
Football Association and Notre
Dame said Tuesday.
"We know that it will occur.
We just don't know the details
yet," Susan Hiller, communications director for the CFA in
Boulder, Colo., said Tuesday.
At the same time, ABC, which
has broadcast rights to the game
under its contract with the CFA,
said there was a chance the deal
could fall through.
"We're on a holding pattern
right now," ABC Sports
spokesman Mark Mandel said.
"We had hoped to know by now
if it was feasible, but we don't.
We hope to know in the next day
or so." ABC will televise the
game regionally to about 50 percent of the country. The other
regional games will be Big Ten
and Pac-10 conference contests.
Notre Dame-Penn State would
be available on pay-per-view to
those areas not receiving it on
free TV. It would be distributed
through Showtime Entertainment
Television.
"It gives the CFA some experi-

ence with pay-per-view potential
as well as gives the football fans
the opportunity to pick an
choose," Notre Dame athleti
director Dick Rosenthal said.
Penn State athletic director Ji
Tarman also agreed to the experi
ment, school spokesman Bud
Thalman said.
About 18 million homes out o
93.6 million television house
holds are equipped for pay-per
view. Revenues from pay-per
view sports could exceed $70
million annually within a fe
years, according to some esti
mates.
Notre Dame quit the CFA la
year and signed an independen
$37 million contract with NBC t
televise Irish home games for fiv
years. Notre Dame felt hinder
by regional telecasts and sought
national market.
"This is the situation we we
trying to avoid by signing th
contract with NBC," Notre D
spokesman John Heisler said.
Rosenthal said the cost woul
be kept "under $10." Cable oper
ators would receive half the rev
enue, with the remainder divid
between ABC and the CFA
which would give an undeter
mined amount to Notre Dame an
Penn State, he said.
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Freshmen making contributions
By KEN RYAN
Associate sports editor

Recruiting players such a major
part of a team's success and that
was certainly true in the case of
the Eastern soccer team this year.
After finishing a disappointing
S-11-2 last season head coach
Cizo Mosnia went out and recruited a number of talented freshman.
Paul Agyeman, Angelo Sestito,
Robert Tomic and Ricky Tovar
have all contributed to an
improved Panther team.
One thing that all of these playAngelo Sestitio
rs believe is that Mosnia will the season well, but I was sort of
ve to have another successful in a slump at the end.
iting year if the team will get
"As far as our team goes, our
ven better, now that senior chemistry just wasn't right. The
Baron Hollimon will be gradu- freshman really didn't click with
g.
the juniors and the seniors. I think
Agyeman, a forward from next year it will be better."
monton, Alberta, Canada has
Another player that added
n one of Eastern 's top scorers punch to Eastern offense was
all season long and has also been Tovar. Head coach Cizo Mosnia
mong the leader's in the used Tovar, a Chicago native,
Midwest Region. He has scored when the team needed a burst on
10 goals and has assisted on five offense. He started a majority of
others for a total of 25 points.
the games and managed to knock
Even with those impressive in two goals while assisting on
umbers Agyeman believes that two others. He was also solid on
there is room for improvement, the defensive end of the field.
both in himself and on the team.
Tomic, a fullback from
"I think I could have been bet- . Hamilton, Ontario, Canada and
r, Agyeman said. "I started out Sestito, from Edmonton, Alberta,

tt

REPOSSESSED &
IRS FORECLOSED
Homes available at
below market value.

Canada, were two players that
saw a lot of playing time this year
and both were used primarily on
the defensive end of the field.
Tomic said that he is just waiting to get this year over with so
he can concentrate on next season.
"It was a nightmare season for
me," Tomic said. "I just hope that
it will be better next year. We are
losing LeBaron (Hollimon, who
has 24 points this season) so
recruiting will be a key for us."
Sestito said that he will look at
· this year as experience and hopefully can improve for next year.
"Personally, I could have had a
better year," Sestito said. "As far
as style goes, I think I could have
adapted a little faster than I did."
Although Mosnia said that he
was disappointed with how the
season has gone, he points out
that the freshman class was one of
the bright spots for the team this

Fantastic Savings!

you repair
Also S&L bailout
Properties
CALL (805) 682-7555
EXT. H-6166

Wednesday at

could be released as early as
Wednesday.
The Tribune reported that the
NCAA has alleged Seay let players use his credit card to pay for
travel to and from a wrestling
camp.
The NCAA allegations also
include athletes being paid for selling chairbacks at football games,
and the school allowing an independent wrestling club to work out
with the Cowboys' wrestling team,
the newspaper reported.
Some of the allegations deal
with payment of expenses for redshirt wrestlers competing
unattached in open tournaments,
the Tribune reported.
The letter reportedly was
received by Drake; athletic director Jim Gamer; president John
Campbell, and Gerald Lage, athletic department faculty representative.

ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) - Four
ookies were part of the 100layer NBA All-Star ballot
leased Tuesday.
Added to the list of perennial
avorites like Michael Jordan,
agic Johnson, Larry Bird,
atrick Ewing, Karl Malone,
lyde
Drexler,
Hakeem
lajuwon and David Robinson
re first-year players Larry
ohnson of Charlotte, Kenny
nderson of New Jersey, Billy
wens of Golden State and

'SELL SHORT,
SAVE LONG"
Ads at

The Dailv Eastern News
10 WORDS FOR 1 DAY
FOR ONLY

$1

FOR SALE ITEMS
ONLY!
Visit the Business Office
to place your ad.

Dikembe Mutombo of Denver.
Voting officially opened for
the Feb. 9 NBA All-Star game
at 12 different arenas Tuesday
night hosting NBA games. The
game will be played at the
Orlando Arena, and has the host
Magic allowed to cast the first
ballot.
Point guard Scott Skiles made
the vote, picking himself, teammates Dennis Scott and Otis
Smith at forwards, Jordan at
guard and Ewing at center for

the Eastern Conference team.
He selected Malone and Chris
Mullin at forwards for the
Western Conference, along with
Magic Johnson and John
Stockton at guards and
Robinson at center.
Balloting will determine the
starting players for each conference. The ·rest of the team will
be selected by Eastern
Conference coach Phil Jackson
and Western Conference boss
Mike Dunleavy.

U11,arty's

A Drama by Marsha Norman
8 p.m. November 6, 7, 8, 9, 13, 14, 15, 16
2 p.m. November 10, 17
In the Studio -- Doudna Fine Arts Center
$6 Adults, $5 Senior Citizen & Youth, $3 EIU Students
Phone 581-3110 for ticket info. & reservations
Mon.-Fri. 1-5 p.m. and one hour before performances.
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$1. Large Drafts
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EX F-3330

Eastern Illinois University Theatre
presents

"Our freshman did a good job,"
Mosnia said. "I was pleased with
them this year. They had their ups
and downs, but they played pretty
consistent all year. All of their
abilities are high. Many people
will look at our season as a total
loss, but I think we have set a
good base of players."

Four rookies on NBA ballot

(805) 682-7555

2 for $1 Pizza slices

year.

The wrestling program has been
under investigation for more than a
year. Garner, who became athletic
director in summer 1990, suspended Seay in May after the ·coach
admitted he misled NCAA investigators.
Seay admitted that he let a
signee attend a wrestling camp
expense-free and work there in
violation of NCAA rules.
Seay has appealed the suspension. The team is being run by
Olympic champions John Smith
and Kenny Monday, as well as
Dave Martin, an associate athletic
director.
Last week, Campbell received
the report of a grievance committee formed to hear Seay's appeal.
He said then that he expected the .
NCAA's letter of inquiry "would
contain new evidence that the
grievance committee doesn't
have." .

AIR COURIERS AND
CRUISESHIPS.
Students also
needed for Christmas,
Spring, and Summer
for Amusement Park.
Employment. CALL

$2 Lite Quarts
$1 Large Drafts
$1 Drinks

Oklahoma State pinned by NCAA
TULSA, Okla. (AP) - The
CAA has alleged in an official
tter of inquiry that Oklahoma
late wrestling coach Joe Seay let
yers use his credit card for travel purposes, according to a pub=11112:~r..,eport today.
The Tulsa Tribune also reported
at Seay paid for repairs on a
ck a player was using to haul
uipment at a wrestling camp.
Oklahoma State lawyers are
ining the NCAA's.official letr of inquiry, which it received
aturday. The university has 90
ys to respond.
"We must decide whether we
or disagree with the allega"ons that the NCAA has devel," Charles Drake, the school's
"ef legal counsel, said Monday.
He declined to discuss the letter
er than to say it was long and
tailed. An edited version, blot·ng out names of any players,
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Butler falls to Lady Panther
By KEITH FARROLL
Staff writer

Eastern 's volleyball team continued its strong play Tuesday
night against the Butler Lady
Bulldogs as they pulled off a 152, 15-7, 15-9 victory.
The win was the first time the
Lady Panthers, who improved to
12-17, won a match in straight
games since the Eastern Michigan
Tournament in the second weekend of October.
Eastern jumped out to a 9-1
lead in the first game. Sophomore
Susie Green had eight of her team
high 18 kills in the opening
frame. She also had 16 digs.
The only part of the first game
Lady Panther coach Betty Ralston
was not pleased with was that it
took her Lady Panthers eight
attempts to finish off the 14-2
game. However the positive side
_to the story is that during the
MARI OGAWA/Associate photo editor eight game point attempts ,
Lady Panthers Lori Olson (left) and Kim Traub (right) attempt a block Eastern did not give up a point to
against Butler University Tuesday night. Eastern swept the Lady
the Lady Bulldogs.
Bulldogs three games to none for their second consecutive victory.
" Early on, we were passing
well. We didn't make a receiving
error in the first game," Ralston
said.
She added the team 's service
game has gotten stronger.
"(Assistant coach) Diane
I know, I know, everybody is sick of hearing
(Kruto) was calling good serves.
about baseball and are ready to cheer the Bulls on
The better the serve is, the
to another World Championship, but when the
tougher it is going to be for the
Chicago White Sox made another "boneheaded"
(opponent) to run a quick
move I just had to write about it.
offense."
The Sox just the other day failed to pick up
"We didn't block well early,
catcher Carlton Fisk' option year on his contract
but as the match went on we got
This news to me was almost enough to make me
better and better," Ralston said.
become a Cubs fan. NOT! O.K. maybe that statement was carrying it just a bit far, but I did have a
real hard time dealing with it.
ll•
Answer this question for me. Is there any such
Ryan
thing called loyalty at the professional level any- ·
more. I think the answer is quite clear. Professional
By BRIAN HARRIS
sports has become a business first and foremost and loyalty is out the door Staff writer
forever.
You just don't let go of a person of Fisks' magnitude. He has been playPrevailing under oppressive
ing baseball for over 20 years now, 12 of them for the Sox, and he has conditions is the name of the
meant so much to both baseball and the Sox. The first day that he becomes game for Panther cross country
eligible for the Hall of Fame, Fisk will be enshrined without a complaint
standouts Eric Baron and Scott
from anyone.
Touchette.
If you want to talk about loyalty in baseball, many people would bring
Both received all-conference
up Carlton 'Pudge' Fisk's name first.
honors
Saturday at the MidHe has squatted behind homeplate all of his life and has given nothing
short of 100 percent effort each and every game that he has appeared in. Continent Championships hostNever once has he failed to run out a fly ball. He has missed an amazingly ed by Eastern. Baron placed seclow number of games due to injury during his career and has played with ond and Touchette seventh out
broken fingers and bones for many of those games.
of 85 finishers.
Fisk would do anything, anything for his team. If the team needed a
Conditions were undesirable
baserunner, Fisk would no doubt step in front of a 90 mph fastball from at best, with temperatures dipNolan Ryan. If the team needed a final out in a game, there is no better
ping below 30 degrees with high
person to block off homeplate and withstand a collision and hold on to the
winds. Nevertheless Baron finball to end a game than Fisk.
For the past 10 years, people have been saying that Fisk is over the hill ished with a personal best time
and should call it quits. But year after year, he manages to put up pretty of 25: 10 for 8,000 meters, only
impressive numbers. He has consistently hit around .280 and has hit over five seconds behind the winner
20 homeruns almost every season. He has hit the second most homeruns Bob Marchinko of Cleveland
for a player over the age of 40 and is sure to pass up Dwight Evans before State, and nine seconds away
his playing days are over.
from the course record. His best
So don't tell me that he is washed up.
of 25:24 going in was also run at
Even if Fisk's stats were not up to par, he would be the most valuable home at the EIU Invitational
player on the White Sox the past two seasons. It would not have mattered
earlier in the season.
if he hit .220.
Touchette was favored to win
The Sox would have been lucky to have finished above .500 without
the
race until he received a back
Fisk on the team. His presence on the ballclub can not be measured. He is
injury,
which kept him from
not only a player, but he is a coach. His handling of the young pitchers is
serious
training for nearly a
amazing and he has a way of breaking rookies into the big leagues.
Carlton Fisk is a class act. He loves the game of baseball and would week prior to the race.
play for nothing if he had to. So wake up Jerry Reinsdork and forget about
"I didn't know if I would
money for once in your lifetime and sign Fisk to another contract before I even be able to run," said
lose even the little respect that have for you now.
Touchette. "My goal at the
beginning of the week was just
-Ken Ryan is the associate sports editor for The Daily Eastern News
to run the race. So I'm happy

What's happened
to loyalty in sports?

"When our blockers were on, we
got them out their offense."
Butler, which is now 14-14,
was plagued by injuries going
into the game. Junior Eileen
Kelly and junior Shelli Hesse,
who are regular full-time starters,
did not play in the match. Kelly
was nagged by an ankle injury
while Hesse was out with a tom
up knee.
Things did not go the Lady
Bulldogs way from the very
beginning of the match.
With the score 2-1 in the first
game in Eastern's favor, Butler
junior starter Stephanie Wesley
went down with a knee injury
very early in the first game. This
was the third starter for Butler to
sit out.
"We don't know what it is. It's
just something with the knee,"
Butler head coach Linda
Grensing said. "It was significant.
She's a pretty critical part of our
offense. We have had so many
injuries this year, we were like
'oh no, not another one."'
"I assume it was a big blow.
They were all ready down two
starters," said Ralston. "We certainly would not have played the
way did without three of our
starters."
Butler seemed to get back on
track in the second game, but the
Lady Panthers proved to be too
strong.
"They (Butler) made some
adjustments and so we couldn't
go Susie all the time. She still put
the ball away," Ralston said. "We
need her out there to keep the out-

side (hitters) consistent.".
"Eastern is a team that .get t
momentum. They .put a lot o
theif game together tonig.h t,
Grensing said. "Offensively th
nad a lot of smart hits. The
played a good game."
In the final game of the mat
the Lady Bulld,ogs broke out to
early 5,-2 lead. Ralston credit
her team for making a stro
comeback. Eastern rattled off s·
points to make the score 8
before Butler could chalk
another point.
"I told them not to eas~ up
the third game. They did a g
job coming back," said Ralst
who was happy to see junior B
Foster, who had five blocks, po
ing up stats in the offensive c
umn.
"Beth has come on well late
We knew she could be an as
defensively with her blockin
But the added offense is an une
pected pleasure," Ralston said.
Sophomore Shannon Cas
was a full-time starter Tuesda
She had 35 assists and two bloc
to her credit.
"She still has some things
work on," Ralston said. "She h
to know the receiving patte
better. She has to be aggressi
enough to get us out of a patte
when give up too many points."
"This was a nice win goi
into the Northern Iowa game (
weekend)," Ralston said.
Sophomore Kim Traub p
away eight kills as junior L
Olson added six kills to aid in
winning cause.

Baron, Touchette pace Harriers

\

l
Eric Baron

with how I did considering."
Both seniors started off the
race together, passing the mile
mark in 4:50 , but then Baron
took over and led the field for
the next mile and a half. At
three miles Marchinko made his
move and pulled away to a 15second lead. But Baron's closing
4:57 was not enough to overtake
Marchinko, but still cut his winning margin by 10 seconds.
"We saw a new Eric Baron
Saturday," said head coach Neil
Moore. "He ran really aggressive. I hope this was a preview
of coming attractions."

"Both of them had the pote
tial to win the race," said ass·
tant coach John Mclnerne
"Eric had a great race, but
lost some concentration in t
third mile which might ha
cost him the win. Scott ran w
for coming off an injury.
wasn't 100 percent on race d
but said it wasn't bothering h'
that much during the race."
Touchette finished in 25:4
but had a conference leadi
time going in with a 25:1
which he ran at the Kenosh
Parkside invite. The injury w
just a case of bad timing.
"You're never going tor
your best after missing four da
of training," said Touchette.
felt_real flat, like I could only
one speed, but I ran as hard as
could."
Moore and Mclnerney will
taking seven runners to t
District IV meet in two wee
Unless the team, or individu
qualify for the nationals, it w
be the Panthers last competitio
But Baron doesn't want the s
son to end just yet.
"I think we could both qua
fy," said Baron. "I'm happy wi
the season so far but now I'
really looking forward to di
tricts."

